More recently, however, the State and Local Authorities have had to bear
the main burden and reponsibility of fashioning a national system* The Board
of Education presides over some 320 Local Authorities, large and small, and is
being forced to bring some order and synthesis into the whole system, without
sacrificing local initiative.
To-day Infant and Junior schools accommodate children between the ages
of five and eleven, while a new and interesting course is provided for them
after the age of eleven in Senior Schools, Before the war a rapid increase in
these schools was proceeding, pending the raising of the school leaving age
to fifteen. The English landscape in both town and country and on new
housing estates was being visibly changed by the growth of modern buildings,
Similarly, the growth in secondary education has been considerable during
the last thirty years* In 1904 there were 86,000 pupils, to-day there are nearly
half a million; in 1902 only 33,000 girls attended secondary schools, to-day
there are nearly quarter of a million* They are both more numerous and more
accessible than in modern Germany, The growth of Senior and Secondary
schools, Trade and Junior Technical schools has now made the case for a
clearer codification of all post-primary schooling* In addition, one local
authority, Rugby, and a score of progressive firms, have maintained continuation
schools for children between the ages of fourteen and sixteen.
Perhaps the greatest progress of recent years has taken place in the
education of girls, though scant justice can be done to it by so brief a reference,
Nowhere has the 4 silent social revolution ' had more visible results, for it is
no accident that the women of to-day figure prominently in civic life, in
literature, drama and the arts* All this is due to a band of devoted women
in schools and Universities who fought against the slavish imitation of the
boys' school and its specially emphasized curriculum* While teaching arrange-
ments for children under eleven and at the Universities are mainly co-edu-
cational, provision in the middle range of schools and ages is more often separate,
but many co-educational secondary schools exist. The girls' High School
and Secondary School, however, have reached a high standard and are centres
of a more varied and balanced education than I have seen in any other country,
Special problems concerned with teachers, curricula and after-careers await
fresh examination. But as with boys the root problem concerns the vast
majority for whom all organised education ceases at the age of fourteen* The
life of the factory worker, shop-assistant and typist demands peculiar compen-
sations in the form of continued education. To meet this situation many
voluntary societies exist, like the Girls"' Clubs and the Y,W*CA, Since the
war there has been a considerable expansion of experiments among these bodies
and often in mixed youth centres* For many years women have been pioneers
m physical education, but in the modem club craft-work, drama and music
play an increasing part* The influence of women on English education from
the nursery school to the University is still an unwritten essay, but it has been
as beneficial as it is widespread*
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